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ABSTRACT

A tax and incomes policy is proposed to alleviate the problem of
unemployment.
Income taxes and wages are simultaneously reduced
to leave the post-tax real wage unaffected.
This will stimulate
employment, but may lead to a never-ending expansion of government
debt unless there ís a shift from bond-finance to money-finance.
The main disadvantage of this scheme is that money-fínance is more
inflationary, but this should not matter as the net real wage is
unchanged.
However, when allowance is made for the role of
capital formation, the inflationary consequences of money-finance
will stimulate investment and contribute to a further expansion
of activity and employment.
The effects of two other reflationary
packages are also investigated.

October 1985
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l.

Introduction
~
In various European economies political parties have advocated the case

of a tax and incomes policy.

A cut in the wage stimulates employment at the

expense of a reduction in the real income of workers,

hence

the proposal is

to combine an incomes policy with a tax cut in order to leave the post-tax real
wage unaffected and still íncrease employment.

Such a scheme obviously has the

advantage that it is easier to sell to the electorate and workforce.

Thus the

trade union movement may be prepared to sacrifice some growth in real wages in
exchange for a tax-induced expansion of aggregate demand.

It is probably not

a good idea to combine an incomes policy with an inflatíonary increase in public
spending,

since this would only affect the supply-side in the long run, via the

Mundell-Tobin effect.

A tax and incomes policy affects

supply-side both in the short and in the long run.

the demand- and

The main arguments against

a tax and incomes polícy rely on the difficulties in financing such a scheme,
since the tax cuts might, when financed by bonds rather than by money,
an indefinite expansion of the government debt.
scheme is financed by printing money,

lead to

On the other hand, when the

it will be more ínflationary and thus lower

real interest rates and encourage capital formation and employment in future
periods.

The objective of thís paper is to consider the effects of a tax and

incomes policy on government finance, capital formation,

employment and inflation

within the context of a short-run and long-run model of a closed economy.

Section 2 considers the effects of a tax and incomes policy within the
context of a short-run Keynesian model.

Section 3 reconsiders the effects of a

tax and incomes policy within the context of an íntermediate-run,

perfect-

foresight model that focusses on the dynamics of money and bonds.

It also

examines the policy within the context of a long-run model that allows for full
capital deepening.

Section 4 considers an income and public spending policy and

a tax and indirect incomes policy.

Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2.

Tax and incomes policy in a short-run Keynesian model

A short-run Keynesian model of a closed economy can be described by:

y- c[(y f B~P)(1 - t), M~P f B~PR] f i[y, R] t g,

cy,

cv,

M~P ~ k[y,

iy ~ 0,

(2.1)

iR ~ 0

R, M~P f B~PR],

JCy,

kv ~ 0,

D- Pg - t(PY f B) - M f B~R

M- 6D,

fn ~ 0,

fnn ~ 0

fn(n) ~ W~P

(2.3)

(2.5)

(2.6)

where

y - real output
c - consumptíon
i ~ investment
g ~ government spending (exogeneous)
SC ~ real liquidity

n - employment
D s nominal public sector deficit
B z number of outstanding outside consols
M x nominal outside money stock
v s real wealth
R ~ nominal interest rate
P s price level
W a wage level

(2.2)

(2.4)

0 ~ 6 ~ 1

y- f(n),

!CR ~ 0

(exogeneous)

t a direct tax rate (exogeneous)
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and capital

(small)

letters denote nominal

(real) variables.

The model extends

Blind A and Solow (1973) with a Keynesian upward-sloping aggregate supply
schedule,

y~ f(fnl(W~P)

where the wage is determined by trade union aCtion

and~or incomes policy and the demand for labour from profit maximisation.
is a lack of effective demand leadíng to an excess supply of labour,
n ~ n

where

(2.1),
of

n

is the inelastically supplied labour force.

There

so that

The IS-curve,

shows that aggregate demand increases with disposable income,

consisting

income from production plus interest payments net of direct taxes, real

wealth,

output and public spending, but decreases with the interest rate.

product market clears instantaneously.
market equilibrium.

(2.2)

The

is the LM-curve and ensures money

The public sector deficit,

the excess of government spending

plus interest payments over tax revenues, has to be financed eíther by printing
money or issuing bonds.

The parameter

A

shows the proportion of the deficit

financed by printing money.

The objective of economic policy is to ímprove employment prospects
without worsening the post-tax real wage of workers:

(1 - t)W~P - w

where
labour,

w

is constant.

(2.7)

Although an incomes policy increases the demand for

it typically cuts the post-tax real wage and can therefore not be used

in isolation.

However,

in the direct tax rate,

if an íncomes policy is used ín conjunction with a cut
it is possible to leave the post-tax real wage

unaffected, whilst having the employment-generating effects of an incomes policy
and a tax cut.

An increase in public spendíng could, in principle, also be

used in conjunction with a tax cut, since it will be inflationary and thus erode
the real wage and act as an incomes polícy when nominal wages are fixed (see.
Section 4).

However, it seems easier and quicker to implement changes in the

direct tax rate than in the level of public spending, due to the sluggish nature

-4-

of the state bureaucracy.

Hence,

the problem is to investigate whether our

incomes policy combined with a tax cut can increase employment and be financed
without an indefinite expansion of the government debt.

Upon substitution of (2.7) into (2.6) and (2.5) one obtains aggregate
supply

Yt - wfnlfnn(1 - t)2 ~ 0.

Y- Y~(t),

(2.8)

A reduction in the direct tax rate persuades the trade unions to accept a cut
in their real wage, which stimulates employment and output.l

of aggregate supply,

(2.8), the IS-LM model (2.1)-(2.2) can be solved for

f

?

R- R~(M,

B.

t. g)

~P~ P~(M.

?
B,

?

f

t,

g)

-

Upon substitution

f
(2-9)

and

(see Appendix).

(2.10)

An increase in the money stock shifts out both the IS- (through

the wealth effect on consumption)

and the LM-curve,

so that the resulting

excess demand for goods is choked off by an increase in the price level.
interest rate falls,
the IS-curve.

The

since the shift in the LM-curve dominates the shift in

An increase in bonds raises disposable income and wealth,

that the demand for goods and for money increases.

so

The effect on the price

level is therefore uncertain, but when the wealth effect in the demand for money
function is weak the price level rises.

The substitution from bonds to goods

and money leads to an unambiguous fall in the price of consols and a rise in

1

An alternative explanation for a classical rather than a Keynesian economy
is based on an elastic supply of labour, say h(n) s(1 - t)W~P where

hn ~ 0,

so that labour market equilibrium gives

yt ~ fn~(fnn - hn)

~ 0.

y- y~(t)

where

Obviously, a tax cut now improves both employment

and the post-tax real wage.
The analysis of this paper can be used to trace
the consequences of such a classical supply-side policy for inflatíon and the
public sector deficit.
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the interest rate.

A tax cut operates through three channels:

(i)

it increases

incom~raand money demand, which lowers prices and raises ínterest rates;
increases the supply of goods, which lowers prices and interest rates;
(iii)

(ii)

it

and

it increases disposable income and effective demand, which raises both

prices and interest rates.

The net effect on prices and interest rates ís

therefore ambiguous.

Upon substitution of

(2.10)

associated with the tax cut:
substitution of

(2.9)-(2.10)

ínto ( 2.7),

W- c~P~(M,
into

( 2.3)

B,

one obtains the incomes policy

t, g)~(1 - t).

Finally,

gíves the public sector deficít:

- (f) (-) (t)

D~ D~(M,

(see Appendix).

B,

t,

An increase in the money supply raises prices and thus increases

the nominal value of
deficit.
ínterest.

(2.11)

g)

the fiscal surplus,

ty - g,

and reduces the public sector

An increase in bonds means that the government has to pay more
Since the elasticity of the price level with respect to bonds is

unlikely to exceed unity,

the íncrease in the public sector deficit is unlikely

to be off-set by a possible erosion of the real government debt.

The condition for stability of the financing of the public sector deficit
is
(2.12)

6DM f(1 - A)DB ~ 0,

which can always be achieved when the proportion of the defícit financed by
printing money,

A,

is high enough.

The instabilíty of bond-finance arises

from difficulties in repaying the interest on the outstanding debt, so that
more bonds need to be issued.

It may therefore be necessary to complement a

tax and incomes policy with a restructuring of the financing of the government
debt away from bonds.

-6-

A cut in the tax rate increases the public sector deficit,

because the

government levies less on interest payments and income from production.

The

increase in the public sector deficít will be dampened (accentuatéd) wheri the
tax cut raises

(reduces)

the price level,

value of the government debt.

since this erodes

(boosts)

the real

With a money-financed tax and incomes policy,

the money supply gradually increases to its higher equilibrium value.
process prices

(and nominal wages)

In the

increase, which serves to dampen the

expansion of aggregate demand caused by the monetary expansion.

Similarly,

interest rates fall to boost the demand for money ín line with its supply.

The

long-run multiplier for the price level follows from

P(y } tyt f b)~b(1 - t) ~ 0,
( dt ,b f dt ,~~
m
so that prices typically need to rise more under money-finance
than under bond-finance

((dB~dt)m -- Dt~DB (~ 0)).

(2.13)

((dB~dt)~ : 0)

Bond finance is

therefore

less inflationary, but may lead to an indefinite expansion of the government
debt.

Money-finance is quite attractive, because in the long-run inflation is

zero and

(2.7)

ensures that the post-tax real income of each worker is

unaffected.

3.

Tax and incomes policy i n a long-run Keynesian model wíth perfect foresight
The disadvantage of the analysis so far is that capital accumulatíon and

inflation play no role in the long-run.

Consider therefore the following

Keynesian model with perfect foresight:
y~ c[(y f b)(1 - t), m f b~(r f IIe) t k] t i( y, k, r) f g,
cy, c~, íy ~ 0,

ík, ir ~ 0

(3.1)

-7-

m- R[y, r f IIe,

m f b~(r t IIe) f k],

1
ds gfb-t(yfb)

m s eld - e2(n - nd),

R.y,

-II[mfb~(rfIIe)]

o ~ el ~ 1,

kv ~ 0,

(3.2)

RR ~ 0

-mfb~(rfIIe)

(3.3)

e2 ~ o

(3.4)

k - í(y, k, r)

y

~ f(k, n),

(3.5)

fk'

fn' fkn

~ 0,

fkk~ fnn ~ 0

(3.6)

fn(k, n) ~ W~P

(3.7)

II ~ P~P

(3.8)

where
r~ real rate of interest

(R - IIe)

IIe - expected rate of inflation

IId z desired rate of inflation (exogeneous)
k

x capital stock

d s real public sector deficit.

The definition of real disposable income in the consumption function does not
include accrued capital gains,

since it is assumed that

The model is specifíed in real terms.

these are entirely saved.

Investment depends on the real, whereas

the demand for money depends on the nominal rate of interest.
sector deficit,

d,

is reduced by the "ínflatíon tax" on the outstanding

fináncial assets of the private sector.

Equations

capital deepening and perfect foresight,

respectively.

1

The real public

(3.5) and

(3.8)

introduce

The above model i s related to Tobin and Buiter (1976,1980).1

The main

The model is also related to Pyle and Turnovsky (1977), but they have
sluggish price adjustment, adaptive expectations and a market for equities
and do not allow for capital deepening effects.
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difference is that the present model has a Keynesian view of the labour market,
that is

the nominal wage is determined by an endogeneous incomes policy and

there ís excess supply of labour

(n ~ n).

The objective of economíC policy is

to achieve a socially acceptable post-tax real income for each worker and to
increase employment.

The socially acceptable post-tax real wage is no longer

constant as in (2.7), but

instead depends on the state of the labour market:

(1 - t)W~P - w(n - n),

~'

When there is high unemployment,

(3.9)

~ 0.

it is generally accepted that workers should

accept a cut ín their income in order to restore profitability.
Marxian interpretation of
dímínishes,

(3.9)

An alternative

is that when the reserve army of unemployed

the bargaining strength of workers increases and therefore they are

able to obtain a higher post-tax real income.

Some empírical evidence for

unemployment affecting the level rather than the g r owth of real wages may be
found in Sargan (1964,
(3.9)

into

(3.6)

1971) and Layard and Nickell (198~).

Substitution of

and (3.7) yields aggregate supply

y s Y~`(k, t),

Yk L fk -E fn

fnkl[w' (1 - t) - fnn] ~ 0,

yt s- fnw~(1 - t)2[w'(1 - t) - fnn] ~ 0.

Supply i s less sensitive to changes in capital and the tax rate, because

(3.10)

the

employment-generating effects of an íncrease in capital or tax cuts are
attenuated by the associated i ncrease in the post-tax real wage.

Upon substitution of (3.10) into (3.1)-(3.2) and (3.8), one can solve
for the ínterest rates and inf lation rate that clear both the goods and money
markets:

r~ r~(m, b, k, t, g)

(3.11)

-9- f f
R- R~(m, b, k,
and

- 0
t, g)

(3.12)

- ? (t) ? II ~ II~(m, b, k, t, g)

(3.13)

.~

(see Appendix).

-

Substitution of

(3.8) and (3.10)-(3.11)

into

(3.5)

yields

- (f) (-) -

k~ i~(m, b, k, t, g),

k(0) ~ k0,

(3.14)

An increase in real liquidity leads to an íncipient excess supply of money,
which is choked off by a fall in the nominal interest rate.
real wealth,

It also increases

directly and indirectly, through the higher price of consols, which

leads to an excess demand for goods.

Thís is removed through the negatíve effects

on investment of a rise in the real rate of

interest.

An increase in the real

value of bonds or capital increases wealth and leads to excess demand for money
and goods, which are choked off by increases in nominal and real interest rates.
However,

an increase in capital also attenuates

supply of goods.

This leads to a downward pressure on real interest rates,

which is assumed to dominate.
demand for money,

investment and increases the

A cut in the tax rate boosts output and the

so that the nominal interest rate increases.

The net effect

of the increase in the supply of goods, the boost in disposable income and the
reduction in the real value of wealth on the goods market
the movement of the real interest rate is uncertain.

is ambiguous, so that

It is assumed that the

output-generating effects of a tax cut outweígh the negative effects of a
possible increase ín the real interest rate on investment.

The real publíc sector deficit can, upon substitution of (3.8) and (3.10)(3.13)

into ( 3.3.), be expressed as

f (t) - (-) f
d a d~(m, b, k, t, g).
An increase in real liquidity cuts inflation and the "inflation tax" and
consequently increases the deficit, although at high rates of ínflation the

(3.15)
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increase in real liquidity may be taxed so heavily that the deficit worsens.
An increase

in real bonds

increases interest payments and thus

the deficit.

It is unlikely to be outweighed by a possible increase in the "inflatíon tax"
unless inflation is very high already.

An increase in capital íncreases output,

the tax base and the "inflatíon tax" and therefore reduces the deficit.

A tax

cut usually means lower tax revenues, although this could be outweighed by a
possible erosion of real financial assets.

The net effect is, however,

likely

to be an increase in the deficit.

The state

space of the model

(3.1)-(3.9) can now be described by

t (f) - (-) f

-

? (f) ?

-

m- 91d~(m, b, k, t, g) - 92[II~(m, b, k, t, g) - IIdJm,

t (f) -

(-) t

-

? (t) ?

(3.16)

-

b~R -(1 - 61)d~(m, b, k, t, g) f 62[TI~(m, b, k, t, g) - IId]m
and

(3.14).

61

(3.17)

is the proportion of the real public sector deficit that is

financed by printing money rather thàn issuing bonds,

although this might be

decreased when the actual rate of inflation exceeds the desired rate.
bond-financed policy
money balances,
(M~M - II).

(81 : 92 a 0)

corresponds to a constant real stock of

so that the monetary growth rate matches the inflatíon rate

This is the rate of monetary expansion required to maíntain portfolio

balance in equilibrium.

A pure money-financed policy

maintains a constant stock of real bonds.
(Al - 0,

92 ~ 1)

of inflation

3.1.

A pure

(61 s 1, AZ ~ 0)

A constant money-growth rule

sets the rate of monetary growth equal to the desired rate

(M~M ~ IId) .

Dynamics of money and bonds:

an intermediate-run analysis

Consider first a special case of the model that abstracts from the
dynamics of capital.

If the production function has constant returns to scale

and

R(.)

c(-), i(.)

and

are homogeneous of degree one in

y

and

v,

y

-11-

and

k,

and

y

and v,

respectively,

homge~~us of degree one

in

k

and

are homogeneous of degree zero in

then it can be shown that

r~('),
m,

b, k

R~(~),
and

g.

II~(-),

y~(.)

d~(')

is

and

í~(.)

The model can therefore

be specified in terms of units of capital:

f (f)

(-) t

-

?

m- 61d~(m, b, 1, t, g) - A2[II~(m, b,

?

-

1, t, g) - IIdJm

- (-) - i~(m, b, 1, t, g)m

(3.18)

and

b~R z(1 - Al)d~(m, b, 1, t, g) f 62[II~(m, b, l, t, g) - IId]m
- i~(m, b, 1, t, g)b~R

where

m- m~k,

b- b~k

and

g- g~k.

(3.19)

It is assumed that the ratío of

government spending to the capital stock is kept constant.l

Equations

( 3.18)-

(3.19) now include a"growth" as well as an "inflation tax" on the financial
assets of the private sector.

These tax revenues should,

the nominal public sector deficit

ín equilibrium, match

(D -(II t k~k)(M t B~R)).

The main

advantage of the homogeneity assumptions is that the dynamics of financial asset
accumulation are

independent of the development of

(k - i~(m, b, 1, t, g)k).

the capital stock

There is therefore no role for capital deepening

(Mundell-Tobin effects) and the only way ínvestment affects the dynamics of
the model is through the effect on the real public sector deficit expressed in
terms of units of capital.

It leads to an intermediate-run analysis, where

the accumulation of capital never ceases (cf. Pyle and Turnovsky, 1977).
With a previously unanticipated pure money-financed tax and incomes
policy, the level of real money balances immediately jumps to its lower

1

The qualitative conclusions are unaltered when the ratio of public spending
to national i ncome i s kept constant ( except that the mutiplíers are somewhat
larger).
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equilibrium valuel to keep the real deficit unaffected.

The result is an upward

jump in the nominal interest rate to choke off the excess demand for money
caused by Che monetary contraction and the increased national income.
increased level of output,

The

combined with the reduction in demand due to a lower

level of money balances and bond prices,

leads to an incipient excess supply of

goods, which is eliminated by a fall in real interest rates and associated
increase in investment.

The net effect is an increase in inflation.

However,

the tax cut also increases disposable income which has an opposite effect on
real interest rates and inflation.

An anticipated pure money-f inanced tax and

incomes policy leads to a smaller jump in the level of real money balances
followed by gradual reductions until the equilibrium is reached (see Figure 1).

A previously unanticipated bond-financed tax and incomes policy is likely
to lead to an immediate downward jump in the stock of real bonds.2

This reduces

wealth and the demand for money, so that the nominal interest rate falls and
the
is

rate of inflation does not necessarily increase.

A pure bond-financed policy

therefore less inflationary than a money-financed policy.

With a constant

money-growth rule both the stock of real bonds and money balances immediately
jump to their new equilibrium values as long as both the trace and determinant
of

the Jacobian of (3.18)-(3.19)

are positive.

infinite number of perfect foresight solutions.
of

91 and

92,

Otherwise, there will be an
However, with a suitable choice

the government can always ensure that the saddlepoint condition

is satisfied and that any long-run inflation rate can be achieved.

1

2

Note that

dm~dm : d~ - mi~ ~ 0,
so that (3.18) is unstable.
This arises
m
m
from the príce level (and consequently m)
being a forward-looking jump
variable.
It i s assumed that dt - itm ~ 0 holds.
Note that when db~db ~ 0 there will exist an i nfinite number of perfect
foresight solutions, but this is fairly unlíkely.

3.2

Dynamics of money and capital
1
Consider now an economy with a relatively small stock of real bonds

(b "

0)

and an important role for capital deepening:

1

(f) (-) -

k- i~(m, o, k,

t,

g),

k(o)

- k

(3.20)

0

and
f
- (-) f
m- d~(m, o, k, t, g).

(3.21)

The phase diagram is given in Figure 2(a).
and

m

Because

k

is a backward-looking

is a forward-looking variable, the dynamic topology corresponds to a

saddlepoint

(assuming that

ikdm ~ imdk

holds).

The announcement of a

prevíously unanticipated permanent tax and incomes policy leads to an immediate
increase in the level of real money balances,

because the anticipation of an

increase in supply of goods exerts a downward pressure on the príce level.
Afterwards,

real money balances and capital gradually increase to their new

equilibrium values

(see Appendix).

an increase in capital,

The

is, of course,

caused by the monetary expansion.

increase in supply of goods,
exactly matched by an increase

caused by
in demand,

The mechanísm by which the increase in

capital is achieved is the Mundell-Tobin effect:

the money-f inanced tax cut

ís inflationary, whích reduces real interest rates and boosts investment.

This

obviously magnifies the short-run effects of a tax and incomes policy on output.

Figure 2(b)

shows that a tax and incomes policy ís less effective at high

rates of inflation, because then an increase in financial assets raises revenues
from the "ínflation tax" so much that the real defícit improves

(d~ ~ 0).
m

The

government therefore needs to print less money, so that the Mundell-Tobin effect
plays a smaller role.

When the government can use bond-finance in conjunction with money-finance
(91 ~ 1, A2 ~ 0),

i t can achieve any desired valuP for inflation in the

It follows from the saddlepoint property of

(3.14)

and

This implies dropping the homogeneity assumptions;
kept constar.t.

(3.16)-(3.17)
say

long run.

that

g(rather than

g)

is

-14-

sign ( dk~dIId)m - sign(dbim - dmib)62,

so

(3.22)

that an increase in inflation need not necessarily i ncrease the steady-state

capitgl stock.

4.

Effects of other reflationary packages

4.1

An increase in government spending combined with an incomes policy

Although tax cuts are probably easier to implement than increases in
government spending,

consider an increase in government spending in conjunctíon

with an incomes policy to achieve the socially accepted after-tax wage
(3.9).

(2.7) or

In the short-run model of Section 2 this will leave activity and

employment unaffected, but will increase interest rates, prices and the public
sector deficit.

There are no real effects ín the short run, because publíc

spending (in contrast to the tax rate) affects only the demand-side of the
economy and

(given the incomes policy)

real wage and increase employment.

can therefore not be used to cut the

This íllustrates the short-run advantage of

a tax and incomes policy, because this affects both the demand- and supply-side
of the economy and therefore improves employment.

However, there is a long-run scope for public spendíng increases.
example,

For

the effects of an unanticipated permanent increase in public spending

in the model of Section 3.2 are gíven in Figure 3.
tax and incomes policy

(cf.

investment and shífts up the

Figure 2)

The main dífference with a

ís that the implementation effect decreases

k ~ 0-locus.

The anticipation of excess demand for

goods leads to an immediate íncrease in the price level and associated fall ín
real money balances beyond the equilibrium value

("overshooting").

Afterwards,

real money balances and capital gradually increase towards their equilibrium
values.

Note that government spending increases are particularly effective at

-15high rates of inflation

(d~ ~ 0).
m

~
4.2

A tax and indirect

incomes policy

Direct control of nominal wages is, due to various institutional and
political constraints, not always easy.

An indirect alternative to a tax and

incomes policy is to supplement a tax cut with a change in government spending
in order to achieve the socially accepted after-tax real wage.

For the short-

run model of Section 2, one can solve for the required level of public spending
from (2.7) and

(2.10):

- ~ (-)
g - G~(M. B,

t).

(4.1)

The new government budget constraint becomes

- (}) (-) (-~) -

M f B~R - D~(M, B,

t,

G~(M,

? (-)
B,

t)).

(4.2)

An increase in money exerts an upward pressure on the price level, which is
eliminated by a cut in public spending.

A tax cut typically increases the post-

tax real wage, despite a possible increase in the price level and must therefore
be accompanied by an inflationary increase in public spending.

This tends to

worsen the adverse effects of a tax cut on the public sector deficit,

although

the speed of adjustment under money-finance is also increased.

5.

Concluding remarks

A tax and incomes policy leaves the post-tax real wage unaffected and
unambiguously improves employment in a closed economy.
the economy from a Keynesian to a classical regime.
ending expansion of government debt,

It effectively changes

In order to avoid a never-

it may be necessary to finance a greater

proportion of the public sector deficit by printing money rather than issuing

-16-

new bonds.

The main disadvantage of such a scheme

more inflationary,
ís unchenged.

but

is that money-fínance

is

this should not matter as the net real income of workers

Furthermore,

the inflationary consequences of a shifC tawards

money-finance reduce real interest rates, stimulate investment and contribute
to a further expansion of output and employment.

The problem with combining an

incomes policy with an inflationary increase in government spending ís that this
only yields more jobs in the long run.

There are a number of ways in which the analysis could be extended.
Firstly,

it is possible to allow for various forms of direct crowding

(out and)

in as well as indirect crowding out and to take account of certain forms of
ultra-rationality
with an increase
public

(cf.

Buiter,

1977).

For example, an incomes policy combined

in public sector investment

investment is a

complement to

and employment even in the short run.

(say,

infra structure) might, when

private investment, boost aggregate supply
Also, with perfect capital markets,

private sector may be indifferent between bond- and tax-finance

the

so that

government interest-bearing debt will not be part of nét wealth and this will
affect the stability of government finance.

Secondly,

there may be a limit to

the amount of bonds the private sector is prepared to purchase from the

government so that a restrictive monetary policy today can lead to higher inflation
tomorrow (Sargent and Wallace, 1981; Buiter, 1982).
be extended to open economies.

Finally, the analysis should

A small open economy with perfect capital

mobility and fixed exchange rates has its interest rate and inflation rate pegged
to the foreign rates in the long run,

so that it cannot use an inflationary tax

and incomes policy to reduce the real interest rate and encourage capital
formation and employment.
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Solutíon of (2.1)-(2.3) and (2.5)-(2.8):
Upon substitution of (2.8) into (2.1)-(2.2), one obtains ( after some
calculation)

(2.9)-(2.10) where

RM --[cy(1 - t)b(1 - k~) f c~blR]IP2~ ~ 0

PM ~-

[(1 - íL~)iR f c~(kR - bIR2) ] IP~ ~ 0

RB - m[cy(1 - t)(1 - 1C~) f c~IR]IP20 ~ 0

PB s[(iRR~ f c~kR)IR - cy(1 - t)(!CR - 1C~bIR2)]IPD j 0

Rt ~-[{1 - cy(1 - t) - iy -!Cy(cyb(1 - t) f c~v)}Yt f cy(Y f b)m(1 - e~)]IPQ j ~

Pt -[yt{1 - cy(1 - t) - iy f Ry(iR - c~bIR2)I(kR - kvblR2)}

t cy(y f b) ](ICR - k~bIR2)I~ j 0
Rg - m(1 - E~)IP~ ~ 0

Pg s - (kR - kvblR2)ID ~ 0

~--[m(1 - e~)(iR - c~bIR2) f(cyb(1 - t) f c~v)(kR - k~bIR2)]IP ~ 0

and

0 ~!C~ ~ e~ - vk~Im ~ 1.

Substitution of

When

(2.9)-(2.10) into

k~

(2.3)

i s small relative to

c~,

PB ~ 0.

gives (2.11), where

DM ~ PM(g - ty) S- (1 - t)bPM ~ 0

DB z 1- t t PB(g - ty) z(1 - t)(1 - eB)

(~ 0)

Dt ~- P(y t tyt f b) t Pt(g - ty) ~- P(y t tyt f b) - Pt(1 - t)b

DgaPf

Pg(g-ty) sP-Pg(1-t)b

(~0)

(~ 0)

-A2-

and

examplll
Hence,

when

y t tyt ~ 0,

Usually,

eB - PBBIP (~ 1).

it follows that

f(n) a ns

but this need not be so.

For

y f tyt ~ y[1 - stI(1 - s)(1 - t)]-

for a tax rise to lead to higher tax revenues,

the share of labour in the

national income plus the direct tax rate must not exceed unity

(S ~ t ~ 1).

Solution of (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.6)-(3.10)
Upon substitution of

(3.8)

and

(3.10) into

(3.1)-(3.2), one can solve for

(3.11)-(3.13) where

rm a c~(bIR2 - !CR)Io' ~ 0
II~ ~(1 - R )i I~'
m
v r

- r~ ~ 0
m

rb a[cy(1 - t) (k~bIR2 - R.R) - c~lCRIR]ID'

IIb ~- irk~IR~'

r~ k

~ 0

- rb j 0

-~ !C )c bIR2] I~' (~ 0)
[ { (1 - c (1 - t) - i )y~k - c v - i k } (k R - RvbIR2) - (R, y y~
k
v v
y
y

nk : - (1Cyyk f !C~) (ir - c~bIR2)I~'

- rk (~ 0)

rt s[{(1 - cy(1 - t) - iy)Yi f cy(Y f b)}(RR - R,~bIR2) f kyytc~blR2]I~'

IIt -- Ryyt(ir - c~bIR2)ID'

j ~

- rt j 0

rg ~ (R~bIR2 - RR)Io' ~ 0
II~ ~ - r~ ~ 0
g
g
and

~' ~ ir(kR - R~bIR2) ~ 0.

Rb,

Rk ~ 0

and

Rg ~ 0.

Upon substitution into
g,

Note from
c~

When

is not too large,

(3.5), one obtains

ik - iyyk f ik f irrk j 0

and

public sector deficit i s given by

Ri ~ ri t IIi that

(3.14) where

it - yt f irrt j 0.

rk ~ 0

RID,
and

ij - irrj,

Rt ~ 0,
IIk ~ 0.

j a m, b

Similarly, the real

(3.15) where the partial derivatives are

and

-A3II

evaluated at small values of

and given by

dm -- IIm(m t b~R) - II(1 - Rmb~R2)

db ~ 1- t- IIb(m t b~R)

~ 0

- II(1 - Eb)~R(~ 0)

dk ~-tyk - IIk(m t b~R) t IIRkb~R2 ~ 0
d~ --(y t ty~ f b) - II~(m f b~R) f IIR~b~R2 (~ 0)
t
t
t
t
dg ~ 1

- IIg (m f b~R) ~ 0

and Eb - bRb~R ~ 0.

For high values of

II,

the signs of

dm,

db

and

dk

may

be reversed.

Analysis of (3.20)-(3.21)

For this system to have the saddlepoint property, the determinant of the
Jacobian must be negative:
d- i- 0,

so that

~" ~ ikdm - imdk ~ 0.

kW z k~(t,

g)

and

k~ -(d~ im - i~dm) ~~~~,

J` t, g

m~ :(dki~ - d~ik)I~~~.

j s t, g.

The steady-state requires

mW a m~(t), g)

where

and

Obviously,

yW ~ ym(t, g)

where

y~~t a ykkt f yt ~ yt.

Figure 1:

An anticipated money-financed tax and incomes policy

m

Figure 2:

Tax and incomes policy in a money-capital economy

(a)

Low inflation

x

m

(b) High inflation

m

Figure 3:

Increase in public spending combined with an incomes policy

(a)

Low inflation

k

m

(b) High inflation
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